“Deep Reset” 2017 - 2022

"We're being called into our higher self for the time of the sixth sun to bear our gifts in healing the world... personal and ancestral healing... it's a liberation for everyone, in those who still have some connection to their ceremonies - to their ancestors - you still have some technology that keeps you whole even in the suffering.” - Brenda Salgado

Fossil fuel based industry has been putting ever increasing amounts of toxic gases into the atmosphere such as nitrogen oxides. The EPA has declared six molecules as greenhouse gases that need regulation by the EPA. Nitrogen dioxide is one of them.

If the environmental movement really wanted to reduce the most damaging greenhouse gases, it would focus on nitrogen oxides which are an atmospheric signature of toxic fossil fuel based industrial society.

Carbon dioxide is an atmospheric indicator of biological activity. Any discussion of carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere should certainly include being very clear about the difference between long-cycle carbon (fossil) and short-cycle carbon (soil, atmosphere and bio-mass).

The fast paced extraction and wasteful use of “resources” that describes hyper-industrial society IS MADE POSSIBLE by ever increasing extraction and burning of FOSSIL fuels.

Weaning off that treadmill to nowhere means LEARNING how to LIVE within the natural constraints of short-cycle energy sources defined by DAILY SOLAR INPUT TO THE BIOSPHERE.
As society operates now, if we were “saved” from petroleum suffocation by some sort of “free energy” (assumed to be unlimited) we would simply use it to accelerate our extractive self-destruction. Access to unlimited energy would give us the power to disrupt the biosphere even faster than we are now. This is a moot point because there is no such thing as unlimited energy in 3D reality, $E=MC^2$—all energy can be converted to matter and all matter can be converted to energy. Entropy is light stepping down into matter. Syntropy is matter self-organizing (life evolving) into more complex forms that embody more information. Put another way: syntropy equals minus the log of information. Before us humanoids get too big a head and think we are the pinnacle of creation, remember, we will never make a solar pannel as efficient or as beautiful as a tree.

Mother Earth is Solar Flowered

These words were prompted by a report (March 1, 2020) that nitrogen oxide levels in the atmosphere (samples gathered over the Pacific Ocean?) have noticeably diminished since China began shutting down manufacturing plants due to the “Novel Corona Virus.”

Excerpt from a text message exchange March 3, 2020 (“Super Tuesday”)

M: "...Today they had a doorman so no one picked up or left germs on the doorknob! And I overheard a volunteer say they weren’t allowed to hug."

D: "Ah yes, part of the “deep reset”. Who knew a new or novel COMMON COLD would change everything!?!?"
Why Did They Call It NOVEL?

Novel Corona Virus (COVID-19):

March 2, 2020 reported deathrate of diagnosed cases is 2%.
Diagnosis rate much delayed in the U.S.

(U.S. deathrate of diagnosed cases of Influenza is about 1%.
About 14,000 people die of flu per year in U.S. — mostly people with previous health challenges. Many people who think they have the flu, if tested, find they do not have the flu so go in the category of "experiencing flu-like Symptoms." Apparently the CDC conflates pneumonia and flu to pump up the deathrate (25,000 annually worldwide) to scare people into taking the very available vaccine. Of course, a flu vaccine will do nothing to protect one from pneumonia bacteria.)

Are "authorities" becoming alarmed because "Covid 19" is extremely transmissible (like the common cold which is also a corona virus) with twice the deathrate of the flu which is less transmissible?

If — as is reported — the rate of "Covid 19" diagnosis lags far behind the rate of spread, then the actual deathrate is way less than 2%. Also — as is reported — corona viruses mutate very quickly — rapidly becoming less deadly because people with mild symptoms can infect more people than the versions that tend to kill people. So then — why the alarm?

Also, how can "authorities" be so certain that a vaccine won't be available for a year to a year and a half? And how can they expect that there will ever be any Vaccine When the rapid mutation of corona viruses has prevented there ever being any vaccine for corona viruses?
If – as reported by not so mainstream sources – microbiologists in India found parts of HIV RNA sequences in “Covid 19” then it’s possible that “catching” this new kind of cold could leave one with a compromised immune system and vulnerable to whatever comes along next. Some reports say that “Covid 19” is transmissible by non-symptomatic people and the latest breaking news is the Milan outbreak is a second version. Might this “second version” contain other parts of HIV RNA sequences? Years ago when Mae Brussell was researching biological warfare she said: “When they’re ready to release an engineered depopulator on a large scale it will most likely come in two parts, one that spreads quickly, then when that is everywhere they’ll release part two that activates the first one to become much more deadly.” (close paraphrase)

Perfect Stealth Virus?
(Virus-like Chimera)

The BBC reported that some already existing “antiviral drug” may be effective against “Covid 19” such as those used by people with HIV. A couple days later (March 2) Trump said he’s been talking with CEO’s of pharmaceutical companies about a vaccine and/or “treatment” – implying – we got this –

Apparently “Covid 19”, like other corona viruses, will be as common as the common cold.

The question no one seems able to answer is: how deadly will it be?
So far the extreme disruption in some countries is mostly due to media hype, not actual sick people. Is scaring everyone about a very common virus (or about to be very common) with mostly mild symptoms just a "New World Order" tactic to further ratchet down police state control - complete the geopolitical makeover and economic reset? Or are "authorities" genuinely spooked?

The updated numbers (March 3) are "92,000 reported cases worldwide and 3,100 deaths - mostly in China" - KPFA news. This agrees with the updated death rate of 3.4% — quite a jump from 2% - not decreasing.

This is supposed to be "The Information Age" —

Does anyone know what the hell is going on?

Is COVID an acronym? Co (corona) V (virus) What do the I and D stand for? and if it's "novel" how can it be the 19th version?

A march 3 2020 report from Washington State: people with symptoms are frustrated that they can't get tested yet. They want to know if they have "COVID 19": "We don't know where to go."

Is this unsurprising response to the lack of testing capability being used as propaganda; manufacturing consent for later "mandatory" testing and testing centers with pipeline to quarantine centers?

If testing becomes "mandatory" the only out would be constant monitoring of vital signs remotely with
thresholds demanding self-quarantine at home that could only be verified and enforced with constant tracking/monitoring, (already being done voluntarily with smart phones) In other words, the only way to avoid contact with large groups of possibly infected people would be to accept a tracking/monitoring device that can not be removed, so far they're just advising older and immune compromised people to stay away from large groups of people and avoid close contact. By the way—these are the same people who should never take a vaccine of any kind because of toxic additives that most vaccines need to jolt the immune system that can cause autoimmune disease or wreck havoc in people who already have an autoimmune disease. It is known that people who receive 5 flu shots after the age of 60 DOUBLE their risk of alzheimer's.

The best way to stay out of trouble is to be able to self-quarantine at any time for any length of time in order to avoid the multitude and any draconian "treatment" the "authorities" may wish to inflict on us.

Back to symptoms—what are they? They must be somewhat different than the common cold. Early reports used terms: pneumonin and/or flu to describe this "new virus" tho pneumonin is usually caused by a bacteria infection that sometimes settles in the lungs of people weakened by a flu virus. This "novel corona virus" seems to act like a viral pneumonia and being a virus which is much smaller than a bacteria, it is much more difficult to treat than bacterial pneumonia.

Of all the reports I've heard so far (March 3 2020)—
NPR, BBC, Pacifica/KPFA - the only place that I heard a clear description of symptoms was on a banned Service. Are we being kept in the dark for a reason?

We're supposed to just shut up and stay home while the "Deep Reset" takes place?

Of course many can not just stay home. To do that would set in motion a cascade of events that puts them in the streets - homelessness.

Let's not forget that this is NOT a war against invisible tiny things. Most bacteria is beneficial - even essential for our life, health and well being. Most viruses are not a problem for us and may even be a critically important bio-self-regulation factor thru interactions with bacteria such as lateral gene transfer that makes possible rapid mutation/adaptation to changing conditions in the bio-sphere.

If this "New Coronavirus" mutates to become more deadly, it will be very difficult to determin if that unusual process is mother nature doing a normal cull to bring her bio-sphere back into dynamic balance or if it is engineered to do that by nefarious humans that have decided NOW is the time to drastically reduce the human population, that is - unless one is a good microbiologist with access to a good lab. It is interesting that around 1994 to 2004 there was a lot of talk about bio-weapons labs being set up in a few states and there were many reports of more than 100 microbiologists who died under "mysterious circumstances".
Were the ethical ones that new too much killed?

There seems to be a gag order around this "new coronavirus" reinforced by snafus and delays with testing and testing kits.

What do we do? It's going to be everywhere.

We stay as healthy as we know how in the age of emerging viruses - educate ourselves about herbal antivirals - they're growing all around us -

Fearlessness is the way

- Shumani

"I don't like the suffering that I see... but I understand it in the context of the shift of the sun. So I know that this country was founded on a lot of injustice and racism and exploitation of bodies and of land. So that's always just been part of who we are that we've not really dealt with and it's been under the skin. Like an animal that's got an infection. That is all coming to the surface right now - to be witnessed - to be transformed - to be released.

... Our collective body is trying to heal right now and some of these things have to come to the surface... it's awakening a lot of people that didn't really understand how sick our collective body was - until now. ... So how do we gather the people of all nations to get back in medicine? ... How do we get back as a human family? How do we get back to connecting with the trees and plants? - because they have so much to teach us - the animals and trees have so much to teach us... If we're listening...”

- Brenda Salgado
Addendum to "Deep Reset"  

Taiwan Virologists suggest the new corona virus may have originated in the United States, they say only the U.S. has all five known (so far) halotypes of "Covid19" implying it has been mutating here longest. Should the headline be? United States First To Get New Corona Virus Last To Get Testing Kits Could it be that the lingering "germs" with little or no symptoms that I've just cleared from my system with herbs is one of those? Most other Countries have only one halotype (so far) and deathrates in different countries are very different but so are the testing rates.

Looking past all the media hype, whatever this is, it's likely to circulate widely and most will experience mild symptoms that clear more or less quickly.

Almost certainly this new corona virus has spread way more than the reported cases therefore, the actual mortality rate - percent of actual cases is way less than the reported mortality rate - percent of reported cases.

But - the vaccine that is being developed "as fast as possible" will be (is) generalized for ALL corona viruses ("spike protein analog") and may be the part two if this is an intentional bio-weaponfare false flag event. More likely - if coopted together in a lab - this (not pandemic) event is probably an accidental release.

The big picture context is that we will continue to have to deal with the consequences of drastic disruptions to, and self adjustments of the biosphere.
Genetic Boogie-monsters / Saviors -

The official story is that this corona virus is commonly carried by bats and mutated in anteaters to become transmissible to humans.

The answer to the second half of the question on the bottom of page 3 is there are two new approaches to vaccine development. I already mentioned the vaccine generalized to mimic the spike protein and intensify the immune response to any corona virus.

Some are working on a "DNA vaccine" that can be quickly changed to keep up with the mutations of "Covid 19". No DNA vaccine has yet received the go ahead for human trials but this "emergency" has moved officials to give the go ahead to fast track development of a DNA vaccine. And once approved for use in humans would come with pre-approval of future versions with who knows what changes.

By the way -

Genetically engineered trees are being fast-tracked for approval of an unprecedented release into the wild - trees engineered for tree farms and to be one of tools of the "Carbon Credit" scam. Tree planting can help stabilize the climate but not G M, fast growing, weak trees.

I hope you've enjoyed this little sample from the public airwaves - commercial & non-commercial - or - this slog through the information quagmire.

But - there's more...
"We are looking to whether mandatory measures are required in Washington State."

The latest word from the World Health Organization suggests that containment (still won't call it a pandemic) is still the priority and they point to the effectiveness of the extreme responses in China emphasizing "in-family spread" which prompted removal of infected people from households.

China has reported that "Covid 19" sometimes attacks the central nervous system and has reported cases of "pneumonia" complicated with encephalitis (swelling of the brain). So we've come from "flu" complicated with pneumonia to viral pneumonia complicated with encephalitis.

How grows your medicinal garden? Plenty of oregano?

The following is NOT a prescription or recommendation what I would do it...

An herbal treatment for flu, flu-like symptoms and deep lung pneumonia-like corona viruses:

**Elderberry Syrup in strong Lomatium root tea** - simmer root for at least 40 minutes and stir 1-2 tablespoons of Elderberry syrup into each cup of tea - 3 or 4 cups per day.

If that doesn't clear it in a few days, switch to **Strong Ginger root** (fresh not dried) and **Barberry root** with some Licorice root tea, also simmered at least 40 minutes. And Inhale a little Mullein leaf smoke deep into the lungs 2 or 3 times per day.
If it progresses to a full on Cytokine Storm (runaway immune response like sometimes happened with H1N1)

Switch to Turmeric root, Barberry root, Black pepper tea with a tablespoon of Coconut oil in each cup of tea or make soup including these ingredients.

If some symptoms persist for weeks, go back to teas with Elderberry/Homatium or Ginger/Barberry to finish clearing it from the system. And/or include lots of Garlic and Oregano in the diet.

If lymph glands are swollen, take Red root (ceonothus) capsules or tincture.

Or, in an emergency, with what is on hand:
Put a pot of water on a gentle boil with a handful or two of fresh (or dried if that's what you've got) Oregano in it or Sage and/or Thyme and/or Rosemary if no Oregano. Put towel over head to contain the steam and breathe it in slow and deep. That's how my mother stopped a seemingly endless coughing fit when I was a little one.

The bigger part may be psychological -

A psychological operation that promotes fear (trauma-based mind control) is very effective for social control - driving people away from each other and into "virtual reality" where the manipulation is relentless.

The antidote is Fearlessness -

Grace and Gratitude ...